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ABOUT THE GLBT
INTEREST GROUP

The Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual, Transgender
interest group (GLBT)
was established in
2003 with the desire
and ability to create
dialogue and support
scholarship about GLBT
concerns that should
be discussed in classrooms nationwide.
Our mission is to
help journalism and
mass communications
professors integrate
GLBT issues and
perspectives into JMC
education and to
support research into
these issues and
perspectives.
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See you in San Francisco?

I

look forward to seeing you
soon in San Francisco. With its
historic contributions to the LGBT
movement and press, our host city is
incredibly relevant to our interest
group.
At our members meeting in August,
we will award the LeRoy F. Aarons
Award to San Francisco State University
Professor Gust Yep.
Inside, PF&R Chair Erica Ciszek tells
us about two great PF&R sessions we
have lined up. Both sessions probe
issues of representation for sexual and
racial others in mainstream and
minority media. Vice-Head Dean
Mundy organized one of the sessions,
“San Francisco and the Heart of the
LGBT Movement,” which you don't
want to miss.
Research Chair Laurie Honda highlights the terrifically diverse research
we can look forward to in our scholar-to
-scholar and paper sessions.
Many of this issue’s contributors
draw from personal experience to
consider pressing issues. Inter-weaving
memories of a lost friend, Teaching
Chair Andrew Stoner uses Indiana's
much-criticized Religious Freedom
Restoration Act to scrutinize whether

it is ethical
for journalists to use
antigay
sources
when
reporting on
LGBT-related
topics.
One of
TARA KACHGAL
Interest Group Head
our former
IG officers, Sue Novak, has contributed
two pieces. She and student Marcus Wolf
write about troubling racist and homophobic threats made at their institution,
SUNY Potsdam. Like Andrew, they offer
helpful commentary and criticism about
(local) media coverage of the violence. Sue
has also written a thoughtful and
informative piece on the state of LGBT
rights in Russia.
Chelsea Reynolds fascinatingly shares
how her scholarly work on Craigslist sexual
encounters is reaching a wider audience.
She shares great tips for academic
researchers in talking to popular media.
Lastly, I provide the results of our
recent member vote on the proposed IG
name change.
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Media sourcing LGBTQ stories

B

and ask them if it was
ack in the late 1980s and early ‘90s, my
necessary to always find a
friend Christopher Gonzalez, through sheer
contrasting view to his for
will and determination, fashioned himself a
each gay-related story that
leader in the emerging fight for gay and lesbian rights in
aired or was printed. I
Indiana, most particularly Indianapolis.
suggested to him that he ask
An undergraduate classmate of mine from tiny
reporters and their editors
Franklin College of Indiana, Chris founded the Indiana
whether they felt the need
Youth Group that served first as a telephone hotline for
to interview members of the
gay and questioning youth, then as a distribution center
Ku Klux Klan whenever a
for information about prevention and reduction of HIV
transmission among gay and questioning youth, to finally story having to do with the
ANDREW STONER
a social outlet for heretofore excluded LGBTQ youth. The rights of people of color
Teaching Chair
made it on the air or into
IYG continues to this day, though we lost Chris in 1994
print. My suggestions were based in my concerns then –
and his partner Jeffrey Werner in 1998. (Chris’s name
and now – about how media stories are sourced and about
now adorns the respected Christopher Gonzalez Library
the credibility of some sources to actually appear in news
and Archives of LGBTQ history based in Indianapolis.)
stories (even amidst the ubiquitous quest for objectivity
During the spotlight moments for my home state of
and balance).
Indiana and its troubling
This issue came to the forefront
passage (and later reversal) of “We have been inundated by people who
say
we
should
not
even
let
you
appear
during
a remarkable exchange on
a so-called Religious Freedom
the CBS News mainstay Face the
because they, in their view, quote,
Restoration Act, I’ve often
Nation in April just before the U.S.
‘You
don’t
speak
for
Christians.’”
thought of Chris and wondered
—
Bob
Scheiffer
Supreme Court heard oral
what he might have to say
to
the
head
of
arguments on whether piecemeal
during all of the well-deserved
the Family Research Council and enabling state-by-state gay
backlash against Indiana’s
marriage legislation should be
Governor and Republicanapplied universally to all states.
dominated legislature.
Veteran journalist Bob Schieffer, who has been with
He surely would have been front and center in the
CBS
News since 1969 and host of “Face the Nation” since
media discussion, as he was as early as the late ‘80s
1991
(and retired at the end of May 2015), pointedly asked
when he and his partner Jeffrey went to the city clerk’s
Tony Perkins, executive director of the Family Research
office in Indianapolis to register for a marriage license
Council, whether he should even be a guest on the show to
knowing full well they would be turned away. The
discuss gay marriage given that the Family Research
symbolism and the attention their actions drew to the
desire of gay people to participate in the full light of free- Council of Washington, D.C. had gained status by the
respected Southern Poverty Law Center as one of 18 antidom in this country was not lost on reporters.
However, in that era Chris invariably would appear in gay hate groups operating in the United States.
On the April 26, 2015 broadcast, Schieffer dispensed
broadcast and print reports about LGBTQ issues
alongside one of many vocal local pastors who claimed to with any introduction of Perkins (who is not ordained as a
minister, and is a former Louisiana state legislator with
speak for all of Christianity (and by extension all people
of faith) about the alleged Biblical rejection of gay people strong ties to former Klan leader and U.S. Senate candidate
from the kingdom of God, and from the full participation David Duke) by noting, “We have been inundated by
people who say we should not even let you appear
in democracy in America.
because they, in their view, quote, ‘You don’t speak for
In those days I was working as a newspaper reporter
myself, and I challenged Chris to push back on reporters  Continued on page 3.
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Christians.’” Perkins fielded Shieffer’s live, on-air
Attempting to speak for all people of faith, and often
questioning of his credibility on gay marriage issues –
wrapping themselves in labels festooned with words such as
(an issue that Schieffer asked whether the FRC has
“Family” and “Freedom” and “Faith” – Perkins leaves behind
“taken too far”) with a smile and a non-reply of thanks literally millions of Americans and corresponding people of
for having a chance to appear on the program.
all faiths who do not share his views.
Later, however, Perkins issued a scathing stateWhile the Family Research Council (and like organizations)
ment attacking both CBS and the SPLC, the latter of
surely have a cadre of enthusiastic and generous supporters,
which he said was linked to suspicions of domestic
to elevate this political organization into the position of
terrorism. He blasted Schieffer for daring to ask for
speaking on behalf of people of faith is offensive. It’s as
actual evidence that gay marriage somehow could
offensive as it was back when my friend Chris Gonzalez had
result in discrimination against Christians or other
to face down local pastors who declared him and his kind an
people of faith.
abomination before God. Would a similar approach be
acceptable with any other minority group in the news?
Schieffer’s in-your-face approach is one that
deserves examination and ultimately credit. His show
The view Perkins holds of gay people in America and
was as balanced as you might expect, Evan Wolfson
whether they should live in the fullness of life, including the
representing the pro-gay
right to engage a marriage legally
marriage group Freedom to
recognized by all states, is well
Marry appeared after the
known. His group states equally
segment with Perkins.
vitriolic opposition to employment
and non-discrimination protections
But what of Schieffer’s
for LGBTQ people, as well as any
posit that Perkins has gone
inclusion of gay/straight alliances at
so far in leading opposition
any level of education (including
to gay marriage, that his
higher education).
credibility is lost, and that he
is the cultural twin of a hate
Including Perkins, and his
group (such as the Klan or
perspective, does little to illuminate
others)?
the complicated legal issues that are
at the center of the Supreme Court
In support of its
deliberations. The court is not
designation of the FRC as a Bob Schieffer retired as host of the CBS News
determining whether any church or
hate group, the Southern
program “Face the Nation” in May after having
religious organization must change
Poverty Law Center noted
hosted the show for 24 years. (CBS News Photo)
its theological or ideological
that the FRC openly
viewpoints, it is determining what
asserted, until most recently, that homosexual
the
government
must
do
to ensure equal freedoms and
conduct was the equivalent of pedophilia, and that
protections for all Americans.
the actual goal of gay marriage and other gay rights
leaders was to remove age of consent laws for sex,
Journalists should examine carefully the sources included
thus allowing gay men and women to engage children in such stories – on both sides – but could take an important
sexually. FRC representatives have further advocated
cue from here forward from a well-seasoned journalistic
criminal sanctions against LGBTQ individuals, and
voice from the past, Bob Schieffer.
falsely claimed that gays were a leading cause of
sexual assaults against heterosexuals serving in the
U.S. military.
In my view, Schieffer has appropriately called out
Perkins and his ilk for what they represent.
Volume 10, Issue 2
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Intersection: Communication and history

W

hen we meet in San Francisco later this
summer, it is important that we consider
how the communication discipline
intersects with the cultural context and history of our
surroundings.
San Francisco is foundational to the history of the
LGBT movement. It is also central to the history of LGBT
journalism and communication. The San Francisco
Examiner was the site of one of the first protests by the
gay and lesbian community against defamatory news
coverage.
Several years later, the San Francisco Chronicle
became the first major U.S. newspaper to have an
openly gay reporter covering LGBT issues.
The Bay Area Reporter became one of the most
successful LGBT community newspapers in the nation
and continues to serves as a model for others.
Today, San Francisco has been nicknamed the “gay
capital of the world” and been described as “the original
‘gay-friendly’ city” (Kompes, 2005, p. 66).
According to a 2015 Gallup poll, the San
Francisco metropolitan area has the
highest percentage of adults
who identify as LGBT of any
of the top 50 U.S. metropolitan
areas (Newport & Gates, 2015).
We have two wonderful PF&R
panels lined up for San Francisco.
Our sessions consider the often
over-lapping histories of the
LGBT movement and of LGBT
communications as they
intersect with our host city.
The panels also address a
number of contemporary
issues and perspectives.
On Saturday, Aug. 8 from
1:45 to 3:15 p.m., the panel
session “San Francisco and
the Heart of the LGBT Movement” probes a number of
issues.
Areas of inquiry include:
 the ability of LGBT journalists to cover LGBT-related
issues objectively,
 the need for objectivity in the LGBT press, and
 the responsibility of the mainstream press to cover
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LGBT issues. This panel
will also consider the
continued need for a
LGBT-targeted news
media.
Edward Alwood of
Quinnipiac University will
moderate the panel, which
will feature Cynthia Baird,
news editor for The Bay
Area Reporter; Chris Bull,
former Washington
ERICA CISZEK
correspondent for The
PF&R Chair
Advocate; Rink Foto, a
photojournalist for The San Francisco Bay Times, and
Andrew Stoner of California State University Sacramento.
Also on Saturday, Aug. 8 from 5 to 6:30 p.m., the panel
“Minorities Among the Minorities: (In)Visibility, the Media,
and the LGBTQ, Black Nationalists, and Native American
Communities” will trace the development of mediated
representations of these three marginalized groups.
Kathleen German of Miami University of Ohio
will moderate the panel which will feature
Masudul (Mas) Biswas
from Loyola University;
E-K Daufin from
Alabama State
University; and Bruce
Drushel and Rondee
Gaines, both from
Miami University of
Ohio.
We hope to see
you in San Francisco!

The 2015 AEJMC Conference Logo used on this page is courtesy
of Hawaii Pacific University student Marc Goetti of Switzerland.
Goetti won national first place in the 2015 AEJMC Conference
logo design competition.
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GLBT Research Panel schedule announced

T

he number of research papers submitted by
graduate students and faculty members across
all divisions and interest groups for the 2015
AEJMC Annual
Conference in San Francisco reached all-time high of
1,906. Whew.
The GLBT Interest Group saw a slight increase in
paper submissions this year, as well. We delightfully
received 17 submissions. Ten of these papers will be
presented at our San Francisco conference.
The Scholar-to-Scholar (Poster) Session will take
place on Friday, Aug. 7 from 1:30 to 3 p.m and will
feature the work of five doctoral students and faculty
members. Topics include the following:










secondary survey data analysis of traditional, social,
and mobile media habits of American adult
consumers who are “sympathetic to equal rights for
gay couples,”
a content analysis of daily newspapers’ sports
coverage of Jason Collins’ and Michael Sam's
coming out announcements,
a qualitative textual analysis of Facebook and
Twitter usage among LGBTI-specific nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) for relationship
building purposes,
an ethnography of how transgender individuals
“renegotiate the relationships between gender and
body, public and private, and self and politics” via
Instagram, and
a qualitative textual analysis of media coverage
about the University of Texas’ 1970 denial of the
Gay Liberation Front’s status as an official student
organization.

The Traditional Paper Presentation Session will take
place on Saturday, Aug. 8 from 5:15 to 6:45 p.m. The
five panelists, a mix of doctoral students and faculty
members, will present research on a variety of topics,
including:




a qualitative content analysis of the media’s role in
“broaching a relationship between Kenya’s LGBTI
community and Kenyan society-at-large,”
a historical analysis of Harvey Milk’s political
columns (Top Student Paper),
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a qualitative
textual analysis,
rooted in
hegemonic and
masculinity
theories,
regarding newspaper quotations
pertaining to
Jason Collins and
Michael Sam’s
public coming
out processes,
a quantitative
content analysis LAURIE PHILLIPS HONDA
Research Chair
study
investigating how
the New York Post and the New York Times framed the
issue of same-sex marriage between 1998 and 2014;
and
a quantitative content analysis of pro- and anti-GLBT
organizations as sources in the New York Times and
the Washington Post between 1977 and 2013 (Top
Faculty Paper).

Our Top Student Paper and Top Faculty Paper winners,
Heidi Mau of Temple University and Joseph Cabosky and
Dr. Rhonda Gibson from University of North CarolinaChapel Hill, respectively, will present their research at our
paper session.
At our members' meeting immediately afterwards, they
will receive a certificate and monetary award in
recognition of their excellent scholarship. We invite you to
stay after the presentations for these honors.
We have a great line-up of research papers and posters
for this year’s conference, so please mark your calendars
and plan accordingly!

Research is to see
what everybody else has seen,
and to think
what nobody else has thought.
— Albert Szent-Györgyi (1893-1986)
Nobel Laureate
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A full schedule awaits you at 2015 AEJMC confab

A

s we
reported in
November,
the GLBT Interest Group
has a full and varied slate
of sessions planned for
AEJMC this August.
In addition to the
refereed paper and
scholar-to-scholar
research presentations,
we are sponsoring or
cosponsoring for two
PF&R panels, two
research panels, and one
teaching panel.
Our lineup addresses
central and emerging
issues facing today’s
LGBTQ community,

including the changing
frames used to discuss
marriage equality, the
challenges of media
representation facing
minorities among
minorities, the best
practices for teaching
gender in the classroom,
and how the Netflix
series “Orange is the
New Black” is helping
shape new discourse in
gender, sexuality and
difference.
We also have a panel
discussing San Francisco’s specific place in the
LGBTQ movement. This
panel includes journalists

from three LGBT
publications: the news
editor for the Bay Area
Reporter—one of the
largest and oldest LGBT
publications in the
United States, a noted
photojournalist with the
San Francisco Bay Times,
and the former Washington
correspondent for The
Advocate.
To help ensure you can
attend as many GLBT
Interest Group sessions as
possible, please see the
schedule on page 7 offered
to assist in your planning.
Locations will be provided later, but it’s never too

DEAN MUNDY
early to map out your plan
for the conference.
As we move closer to
August, please let me, or any of
the Interest Group’s leadership,
know of any questions. Safe
travels. We’ll see you in San
Francisco!

Interest group name change approved by members

T

hank you for weighing in on the proposed
name change to our interest group.
At our members meeting last August in
Montreal, we heard a proposal to officially change
our name from the Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, and
Transgender Interest Group to the Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual, Transgender, and Queer Interest Group (to
be more inclusive, current, and consistent with
current naming conventions in the field of gender
and sexuality studies).
As you know, we recently held an online vote
using SurveyMonkey. Members received an initial
email invitation to complete the survey on April 8,
2015. The survey remained open until May 10, 2015.
(Three reminder emails were also sent out during this
time to members who had not cast their votes.)
We have 58 current members, though three
members opted out automatically from receiving the
survey from SurveyMonkey. Of the 55 members who
received the survey, 30 members voted (a 54.5
percent response rate). Twenty-five members voted
Volume 10, Issue 2

for the name change, and five voted against it. Only six
comments were made.
Of interest, three members suggested other names –
LGBTQIA (the “IA” signifying intersex and asexual), LGBTQQ (the
“QQ” signifying queer/questioning), and LGBTI (the “I”
signifying intersex).
I will forward voting documentation to AEJMC headquarters
this summer. Per official AEJMC policy on DIV name changes, (1)
a majority of current DIV members must approve a name
change, and (2) subsequently, AEJMC's Board of Directors must
give final approval. The board meets this October.
If the AEJMC board approves our member vote, our official
name would then be the Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender,
and Queer Interest Group. (Note that the acronym for the
conference program/schedule would still be restricted to four
letters; it would be LGBT.)
Many thanks again for taking the time to vote on this
important proposal. We'll be sure to let you know whether the
proposal is officially approved.
 Tara Kachgal
Head, GLBT Interest Group
An AEJMC Newsletter Addressing GLBTQQI Issues and Interests
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2015 AEJMC GLBT INTEREST GROUP SCHEDULE
Thursday, Aug. 6

Panel

Sponsors / Co-Sponsors

10 to 11:30 a.m.

RESEARCH PANEL
“Media, Religion and the Same-Sex Marriage Debate
Since Massachusetts”

Co-Sponsors: Religion and Media Interest
Group and GLBT Interest Group.

5 to 6:30 p.m.

PR&F PANEL
“Minorities Among the Minorities: (In)Visibility, the Media
and LGBTQ, Black Nationalists, and Native American
Communities”

Co-Sponsors: Minorities and
Communication Division and GLBT
Interest Group.

1:30 to 3 p.m.

SCHOLAR-TO-SCHOLAR POSTER SESSION

Sponsor: GLBT Interest Group.

5 to 6:30 p.m.

RESEARCH PANEL
“Orange is the New Black: Redefining Gender, Sexuality
and Difference through Prison Representations”

Co-Sponsors: Cultural & Critical Studies
Division and GLBT Interest Group.

1:45 to 3:15 p.m.

PF&R PANEL
“San Francisco and the Heart of t he LGBT Movement”

Co-Sponsors: GLBT Interest Group and
Community Journalism Interest Group.

5:15 to 6:45 p.m.

REFEREED PAPER RESEARCH SESSION

Sponsor: GLBT Interest Group.

7 to 8:30 p.m.

GLBT INTEREST GROUP MEMBERS’ MEETING

Sponsor: GLBT Interest Group.

TEACHING PANEL
“Teaching Gender in Journalism and Mass Communication
Courses”

Co-Sponsors: Commission on the Status
of Women and GLBT Interest Group.

Friday, Aug. 7

Saturday, Aug. 8

Sunday, Aug. 9
11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.

A

ll of this year’s AEJMC sessions from Aug. 6 to 9 will take place
at the San Francisco Marriott Marquis Hotel (pictured at right)
located at 780 Mission St., on the corner of Fourth and Mission

streets.
As of June 1, all available AEJMC rooms at the hotel are booked.
However, as in past years, AEJMC has listed a variety of alternate
choices near the Marriott Marquis on their website at www.aejmc.org.
Announcements about locations for various sessions will be made
later when the final program is complete. AEJMC also advises that
additional hotel rooms may open at the Marriott Marquis—so members
may wish to check with there first for the special conference rate—
before exploring other options.
Volume 10, Issue 2
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Considering Russian GLBT issues

O

ne of the world’s most significant regime
changes during the past 25 years occurred with
the fall of the Soviet Union in 1991.
The West, which had been watching that country’s
flirtations with restructuring and openness, had high
hopes at that time that the new Russian government
would embrace Western democracy and soon become a
close ally.
Today, however, the world sees that Russian culture,
developed in conjunction with a long and complex history,
did not adapt easily to this new form of government, and
its growing pains as a new democracy proved too much
for the people. A strongly conservative nationalism,
coupled with their historic link to Russian Orthodoxy,
means that once again the people there consider Western
culture and thought to be corrupt and dangerous, much as
they did during the Cold War.
One issue that Russia, like other countries, has had to
address in terms of
international humans rights
issues has been GLBT rights.
The West has struggled with
growing pains of its own as
different countries have
legislated varying levels of
acceptance, with Ireland
most recently leading the
way in openness.
In the U.S., of course,
increasing numbers of
states have sanctioned same-sex marriage as they all
await this summer’s final Supreme Court ruling.
The Russian government, however, while writing basic
civil rights into its constitution, has made it clear to its
people during the past few years, through rulings and
actions, that lesbianism, homosexuality, bisexuality, and
transgenderism will no long either be accepted or
tolerated. From anti-gay propaganda laws to an increasing
number of GLBT individuals fleeing the country and

seeking asylum elsewhere, Russia is
shutting down these rights, with a
majority of citizens apparently
complicit.
Instructors of GLBT media
classes who wish to research with
their students the free speech
struggles of international GLBT
individuals and groups can find a
SUSAN NOVAK
wealth of information about Russia, SUNY Potsdam
available through English-language
online sources, along with some video selections. This
information also provides diversity examples for those
teaching international journalism and media literacy.
In the following overview, I’ve provided some links, but
anyone wanting to dig deeper can easily find additional
articles to use.
In the classroom, a good starting point for this subject
relative to modern times
would be to remind
students that in 1992, the
World Health Organization
issued its 10th revision of
the International Statistical
Classification of Diseases
and Related Health
Problems, which no longer
listed homosexuality as a
“sexual disorder.”
In 1993, just two years
after the fall of the USSR, Russia decriminalized
homosexual acts (http://www.globalequality.org/
newsroom/latest-news/1-in-the-news/186-the-facts-onlgbt-rights-in-russia), and in 1999, after endorsing the
ICD-10, the country removed homosexuality from its list of
mental illnesses.
In 2002, the State Duma further addressed issues
related to sexual matters by voting in favor of a measure
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that “would raise the age of sexual consent [from 14 to
16], outlaw child pornography and provide new
penalties for those who lure children into the sex
trade” (http://www.themoscowtimes.com/news/
article/tmt/245588.html).
By this point in its history, however, Russia had been
facing years of serious national problems. The financial
crisis of the 1990s had left the country economically
broken, and citizens looked to their new conservativethinking leader, Vladimir Putin (who officially took
office in May 2000), to get Russia back on its feet.
From the start, Putin maintained an image of the
rugged outdoorsman, and the media played along. This
manly image as a leader, coupled with his success in
bringing the country out of its financial problems, made
him something of a cult hero among his followers (see,
for example, Anna Arutunyan’s 2015 book The Putin
Mystique: Inside Russia’s Power Cult, Olive Branch
Press).
It is of little surprise, then, that a majority of Russian
people have attended to and supported Putin’s words
and opinions. He spent an initial eight years at that
helm, and then following Dmitry Medvedev’s brief stint
as a puppet president, Putin returned to power in 2012
as Russia’s fourth president. At this point, the country
was taking a decided turn from its struggle with
liberalization and becoming visibly more conservative,
nationalistic, and even aggressive. By this time, too,
Putin had “embraced the Russian Orthodox Church as a
moral authority and harnessed its influence as a source
of political support” (http://www.reuters.com/
article/2013/06/04/us-russia-putin-adoptionidUSBRE9530FX20130604).
Given this conservative turn under Putin’s leadership, it was perhaps no surprise, either, that in 2006,
Moscow declared its first ban on a gay pride event — a
denial that continued to be reissued annually through
2011. According to the group Human Rights First,
“Similar bans were pronounced illegal by the European
Court of Human Rights (ECHR) in October 2010”

Huffington Post photo.

(http://www.humanrightsfirst.org/press-release/humanrights-first-condemns-decision-ban-moscow-gay-pride).
Despite international condemnations of these bans, no
one seemed quite prepared for Russia’s move in June 2012,
when “Moscow courts enacted a hundred-year ban on gay
pride parades” (http://www.theatlantic.com/international/
archive/2012/06/not-the-onion-moscow-bans-gay-pride-fornext-100-years/258296).
This emphatic statement about attitudes toward GLBT
issues was reinforced in June 2013, when Putin announced
his support of a ban preventing same-sex couples in other
countries from adopting Russian children. (Russian laws do
not legally recognize same-sex couples.)
His attitude toward his critics about this move was annoyance; Reuters reporter Alexei Anishchuk wrote that the
Russian leader’s response to his critics, during a visit to the
Netherlands shortly thereafter, was, “Listen, you’ve worn
me out with these same-sex marriages. Wherever you go! I
went to Europe, they’re waving flags; I came here and again
you’re nagging me about this” (http://www.reuters.com/
article/2013/06/04/us-russia-putin-adoptionidUSBRE9530FX20130604).
What came next, however, literally just a few days later,
indeed raised red flags internationally for GLBT watch
groups, especially in advance of the Sochi Winter Olympics,
at which gay athletes from many nations would be competing. On
 Continued on page 13.
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Reporting on hate crimes: A personal view
Prater, who helped organize the rally.
“This is visceral,” he said. “This is physical
and this our community and we won’t
stand for it anymore.”
These reporters illustrated that the
ate crimes appearing in both naattack, motivated by hate, strongly affecttional news and social
ed and united the entire campus
media are difficult to read, but
community. It is important for us as
they are still harder to approach and deal
campus newspaper reporters to convey
with when they happen locally.
the comments about that fear and
anger in our own articles, especially when
Late in the evening of April 26, 2015,
we are surrounded by fellow students
Dr. Kristin Esterberg, the president of the
who may themselves have experienced
State University of New York at Potsdam,
such prejudice.
informed the campus community through
One problem with some of the articles
a mass email that a professor had received
from both the Northern New York Newsa note containing homophobic and racist
papers and North Country Now, a
language, along with a death threat,
local online news outlet, is that they
directed toward a professor and his
“When reporting on an attack based relied too heavily on only adminisfamily, and the threatening message
trative voices and occasionally on
included a picture of a noose. Several on prejudice, the diversity of voices
the voices of faculty and staff
days later the professor, who is black is what gives readers a sense
members.
and openly gay, received a second
of
the
community
itself
and
how
Some coverage, including that
such letter.
from
NCPR, included more stateThe threats came during the same the members can unite to fight
ments made by students. As onsemester the college had installed
prejudice.”
campus reporters, we should
transgender restroom facilities on
remember to include as many voices
campus and in the athletics facility,
as possible. When reporting on an attack
We
thought
it
was
important
to
just a week after SUNY Potsdam’s second
based on prejudice, that diversity of
examine how local news sources were
annual Gay Pride Parade, and on the
voices is what gives readers a sense of
reporting on the issue to learn how to
weekend of Esterberg’s inauguration
the community itself and how the
report
on
hate
crimes,
but
as
members
(Esterberg herself is openly lesbian).
members can unite to fight prejudice.
of
the
affected
community,
to
also
conUniversity Police said that their concern
Major community figures responding
sider
what
those
other
publications
had
over the intensity of the threats brought
to such incidents of course need to be
missed.
offers of assistance with the investigation
covered as well. In this case, Jeff Graham,
The primary concern in local
from the Village of Potsdam Police, the St.
the mayor of Watertown (the closest
media
was
the
campus’s
reaction
to
the
Lawrence County Sheriff’s Office, the New
larger city, about 70 miles away),
incident.
The
Northern
New
York
York State Police, the SUNY University
provided what proved to be controversial
Newspapers,
a
coalition
of
news
outlets
Police Commissioner, the St. Lawrence
commentary in both his blog and on his
from
towns
throughout
northern
New
County District Attorney’s Office, the
radio show; both NCPR and WWNY-TV,
York,
published
an
article
through
a
few
Federal Bureau of Investigation, and the
Channel 7 (a local FOX affiliate) covered
of
its
outlets
about
the
initial
letter
and
U.S. Department of Homeland
his comments.
the
rally
two
days
afterward
to
Security.
Graham titled his blog post,
protest
homophobia
and
racism.
SUNY Potsdam embraces and
“Community College Aflutter over ‘Hate’
In
that
article,
reporter
Alan
Rizzo
actively supports a diverse and
Speech” and suggested, “Maybe it’s time
covered Esterberg’s comments at the
welcoming student population, but the
to toughen up.” Both news outlets
rally
at
which
she
said,
“I
am
outraged.
I
campus itself is located in the North
juxtaposed this response with the original
am
angry
that
anything,
anyone
would
Country of northern New York, which is a
responses from Esterberg and the SUNY
threaten
a
member
of
our
community,
predominantly conservative region both
Potsdam community, but WWNY also
our
family.”
socially and politically. This did not,
sought the opinions of others.
North
Country
Public
Radio’s
coverage
however, hinder emotionally charged
shared
a
comment
from
student
Aryol
 Continued on page 11.
responses from students and staff in
 Submitted by Marcus Wolf
with Susan S. Novak
State University of New York at Potsdam

H
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support of the popular openly gay black
professor.
After the initial email from Esterberg,
local news outlets reported on the issue,
but unfortunately, the campus newspaper, The Racquette, had finished
publishing for the year, and with no
student government funds available for
an additional issue, student reporters
could not cover the incident.
With area news outlets already keeping the public informed, the question
became what our campus newspaper
might have provided to better inform our
own campus about the situation that
other newspapers couldn’t.
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 Continued from page 10.
While this may not seem crucial to
reporting the incident, one of the major
concerns for students and the campus
administration was for many people to
make public statements about the issue;
this became a central characteristic of
these news stories, and perhaps even
more so because of Graham’s
comments. Reporting Graham’s
response, however insensitive it might
have seemed, gave readers a better
understanding of how other people
throughout North Country might be
viewing the situation.
We thought that other pieces of
information that should be included in
on-campus news stories would be
documents from important figures in
the community. Many local news stories
incorporated official emails and statements from Esterberg, the dean of
students, and University Police.
In addition, some of these outlets
picked up a letter signed by the
presidents of the area’s four Associated
Colleges — SUNY Potsdam, SUNY Canton, Clarkson University, and St.
Lawrence University — that stated, in
part, that “Now and always, we join
together with one voice to say that we
will not tolerate racism, homophobia,
bigotry or threats of violence. We will
not allow these contemptible acts to
sow fear and divide our communities.”
Such statements of support help
provide comfort and strengthen morale
in small communities. Campus reporters
would have had the added advantage of
exploring actions of other campus
members to add more depth and focus
to the story. For example, one associate
professor planned rallies, prepared
fliers, and an online petition of support;
another faculty member started a crowd
-funding page to provide the affected
professor and his family additional
resources during the initial days after
the threats.
The reporting from a few of these
local stations followed the issue through
multiple publications. However, the
overarching story for most reporters
ended at either the second letter and
the vigil following, or with Graham’s

11
comments, but clearly the story did not
stop there for the Potsdam campus.
During the weeks that followed, I was
able to talk to administrators and
students alike who continued to stress
the importance of change on campus, as
they had in the articles, but the concerns
carried through graduation weekend and
even affected that, to some extent.
The Northern New York Newspapers
provided only one report of significant
changes outside of increased patrols in

on because of our involvement in our own
communities.
The concern with the news coverage is
that administrative officials were often the
primary sources. Even though these outlets
occasionally ask how the students themselves are processing the effects, they
neglect to ask them how they are progressing toward change.
If both students and staff are willing to
show their support to the victim, they are
both willing to develop ideas for change.
On-campus reporters can ask a variety of
student organizations about the changes
they might try to implement. Doing so
would illustrate how the campus as a
whole is working toward change.
Hate crimes are difficult to face in our
own communities, yet the aftermath of as
such incidents can be empowering to
witness the community comes together to
combat the prejudices fueling those hate
crimes.
It is important for on-campus reporters
to report their observations of these
reactions, but to remember our duty to our
community is to provide the most
Protest at SUNY Potsdam.
extensive scope and understanding of the
situation. That is why it is essential for onresponse to the incident. Their article
campus reporters to include a diversity of
consisted primarily of an interview with
Alexandra Jacobs Wilke, SUNY Potsdam’s voices in their own community and look
beyond the current issue to report the
media and government relations
campus’s long-term goals toward change
manager.
The overall progress of campuses after — something many other news outlets
experiencing hate crimes is an angle that cannot provide.
Marcus Wolf is a senior at SUNY Potsdam, majoron-campus reporters can especially focus
ing in creative writing and minoring in journalism.

An additional note from Susan Novak:
As the adviser of The Racquette, I have seen this newspaper (which up to this point has been
run as a “club”) struggle with a variety of issues during the past few years — funding, in some
respects, being the least of them. I was therefore proud when Marcus Wolf and one other
reporter approached me about this issue, knowing in advance that we could not publish about
it.
I did address one comment from the other student, who said that to some extent she was
glad they weren’t covering it, because she wasn’t sure how to handle such difficult and
emotional conversations. I assured her that although it might have felt difficult, these are the
times that the value of a free press makes itself best known.
Journalism provides both the facts of the issues and the public space for people to talk about
the issues, and we have to embrace and learn from the difficult conversations rather than back
away from them.
In the fall, The Racquette will be under a new funding structure with more direct supervision,
and at that time, I hope to have the new reporters revisit this issue and bring the campus
community up to date on the status of the investigation and on any changes made on campus
to continue to promote a diverse, open, and civil community.
Susan S. Novak is an assistant professor at SUNY Potsdam and adviser to the student newspaper.
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Sex sells

Presenting LGBTQ Research in Academic
and Popular Venues

A

nother November night in another Midwestern
city. The Hilton Downtown DoubleTree Omaha
didn’t quite buzz, though a steady stream of sex
scientists funneled through the lobby doors, arms folded.
There was much chatter about procuring windbreakers.
Among strangers with rainbow-colored lanyards, I
settled into my seat at the Journal of Sex Research 50th
Anniversary Plenary Panel. The Society for the Scientific
Study of Sexuality, which publishes JSR, is 700+ members
strong and “includes anthropologists, biologists,
educators, historians, nurses, physicians, psychologists,
sociologists, theologians, and therapists” according to its
website.
But where were the journalists?
I worried I was the only media person in the room.
Four panelists were slated to discuss sexuality
publishing. I felt a wave of imposter syndrome as I read
their bios. Each of them, unfamiliar.
But then a name I recognized: Debby Herbenick,
Ph.D., the fourth and final speaker. Some of you might
know her as Director for the Center for Sexual Health
Promotion at Indiana University or as a Kinsey Institute
Health and Sexuality Educator. She is also the author of
eight books and numerous columns.
To me, Herbenick was a source. I quoted her often in
a sex page I wrote during a long-ago internship at Men’s
Health. She was both rigorous and approachable. Aptly,
Herbenick’s presentation was called “Engaging the Public
in Science: What Sexual Scientists Should Know About
Media and Science Dissemination.”
Herbenick wasn’t up to bat until one and a half hours
in, and the room’s eyelids were heavy. But once she took
the mic, the room gained posture. Herbenick spoke fast
— almost in a lilt. She outlined the relationship between
scientist and journalist. iPhones glowed in the dimness.
Twitter was happening.
 “@DebbyHerbenick: Why should sex researchers
share their findings? To help people out & to grow &
sustain funding for sex research #SSSS2014” tweeted
Justin Lehmiller, a social psychologist in the
|Department of Counseling Psychology at Ball State
University.
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“@DebbyHerbenick and
Kinsey: Sex scientists are
obligated to share
research with the masses
— there are few things
the public care more
about! #SSSS2014”
tweeted Michelle Ruiz, a
senior reporter for
Cosmopolitan magazine.

The Pitch
It was the second time I
CHELSEA REYNOLDS
had seen Ruiz’s name flash Graduate student
across my iPhone. Earlier
University of Minnesota
that morning she attended
my panel presentation, “Hey ladies, I am 36 and married
to a douche,” about female sexual fluidity and Craigslist
hookup culture. At noon, I received an e-mail with the
subject line “Michelle Ruiz From Cosmo.” Inside, she
wrote:
“I'm obsessed with your talk, it is absolutely fascinating
and I really want to do a story on this phenomenon!
Pretty much based on your research (sic.). Can you send
me your presentation and your full paper? Would love
to talk more about it. Thank you so much!”
That was it.
I was elated. And underprepared. I didn’t yet know
that my research would appear on Cosmo’s May cover
next to a photo of Madonna. Or that Ruiz and I would
serve as guest experts on a HuffPost Live segment about
sexual identity. Or that Internet critics would label our
story “bisexual erasure” while others would send e-mails
thanking us for discussing heteroflexibility. No — all that
came later.
At the end of the plenary, I tweeted “Researchers
should ‘try to be friendly and patient to media,’
understand goal is to disseminate info to broad public @DebbyHerbenick.”
Then I forwarded Ruiz my PowerPoint slides and
hoped for the best.
 Continued on page 15.
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 Continued from page 9.
June 11, 2013, newspapers worldwide covered the Russian
Parliament’s ban of “gay propaganda,” which The
Guardian’s Miriam Elder reported as “a Kremlin push to
enshrine deeply conservative values that critics say has
already led to a sharp increase in anti-gay violence.”
The law, Elder wrote, passed on a unanimous 436-0
vote, and banned “the spreading of ‘propaganda of nontraditional sexual relations’ among minors”. Two months
later, New York Times reporter David M. Herszenhorn
noted that, “Beyond putting [Sochi Winter Olympics]
organizers on the defensive, [this law] has cast worldwide
attention on the cruel circumstances in which most gay
people live in modern Russia. . . . Last month, Patriarch
Kirill I, the leader of the Russian Orthodox Church, called
same-sex marriage ‘a very dangerous sign of the
apocalypse.’”
This legislation, combined with social and religious
conservatism, drew attention to a hostile atmosphere for
GLBT individuals that had been brewing in Russia. Several
hate groups, going by the names “Occupy Pedophilia” and
“Parents of Russia,” soon appeared with a strongly violent
agenda.
The Australian website news.com.au reported that
these groups “have one thing on their mind — punishment
and ultimately humiliation of anyone who is gay, lesbian or
transgender,” and that “Anti-LGBT activists say their treatment is justified because it helps prevent paedophilia and
preserves Russia's family rights”. This site quoted one
young woman from St. Petersburg’s Occupy group as
saying, “Our priority is uncovering cases of pedophilia. . . .
But we’re also against the promotion of homosexuality.
And if — along the way — we encounter people of nontraditional sexual orientation, we can kill two birds with
one stone.”
The violence of these groups prompted the BBC’s
Channel 4 to produce an excellent 50-minute special report
about these hate groups (available at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K-dDd4dtOFM).
Now, in 2015, the situation seems to have further
deteriorated. Pro-European supporters from the Maidan
protests in Ukraine in 2014 have faced the backlash of that
country’s Pro-Russian supporters, who have formed the
group Anti-Maidan. Posters held aloft by Anti-
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Maidan supporters contain such slogans as, “We don’t need Western
ideology and gay parades!”.
Shaun Walker, reporting for The Guardian in January, noted that
Anti-Maidan has been supported by “Russian nationalist politicians,”
and by “’The Surgeon’, leader of a biker gang known as the Night
Wolves”; The Surgeon, Walker said, “whose real name is Alexander
Zaldostanov. . . . suggested an alternate name for the anti-Maidan
group could be ‘Death to faggots’, without explaining why”.
This biker gang, reported on in October 2014 by Anais Llobet and
Maxime Popov for Agence France-Presse, was founded in 1989, and
has since “spread across Russia and the former Soviet bloc, with an
estimated 5,000 members — including the Kremlin-backed Chechen
strongman Ramzan Kadyrov”; the reporters refer to it as a “powerful
motorcycle club whose members President Putin calls his ‘brothers’”.
Instructors interested in survey data about GLBT acceptance
worldwide might want to refer to the Pew Research Center’s April
2014 Global Attitudes and Trends Project (http://
www.pewglobal.org/2014/04/15/global-morality/table/
homosexuality, and for Russia specifically, http://
www.pewglobal.org/2014/04/15/global-morality/country/russia)
which reported answers to the survey question “Do you personally
believe that homosexuality is morally acceptable, morally unacceptable, or is it not a moral issue?”
Russia was the 14th least tolerant of 40 countries, but first in
“European” countries, with 72 percent of Russians saying it was
unacceptable, 9 percent finding it acceptable, and 9 percent saying it
was not a moral issue. For information and reporting from an
advocacy standpoint, see Russia: Year in Review Report, issued Jan. 8,
2015, by the Human Rights Campaign Foundation (http://
www.hrc.org/resources/entry/russia-year-in-review-report).
Finally, lgbtbar.org still has available its international
webinar “Sochi 2014: A Legal and Personal Perspective,” held on Jan.
30, 2014 (https://arkadin-na.adobeconnect.com/_a1130884721/
p3nk163qeig/?
launch-

Human Rights Campaign
2015 Russia Year in Review Report
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MEMBER NEWS
 Diana I. Rios (University of Connecticut) just won
re-election for President of the University Chapter of the
American Association of University Professors. Diana is
still aglow at having been elected to an AAUP national
level, at-large, seat. She will gladly represent about 2,400
members for another year.
 Chelsea Reynolds, a Ph.D. student in Mass Communication at the University of Minnesota, has two publications
resulting from her research about sexual fluidity on
Craigslist. Her paper “'I Am Super Straight and Prefer You
Be Too’: Constructions of Heterosexual Masculinity in
Online Personal Ads for ‘Straight’ Men Seeking Sex with
Men” is forthcoming in the Journal of Communication
Inquiry. In addition, her paper, "'Hey ladies, I'm 36 and
Married to a Douche': A Case Study of WSW Personal Ads
Posted by 'Straight' Women on Craigslist" (which she
presented at the Society for the Scientific Study of
Sexuality in November 2014) was picked up by
Cosmopolitan magazine. The resulting story, “Erotic New
Trend: Besties With Benefits,” was featured on Cosmo's
May cover.
 Andrew Stoner has accepted a new appointment as
Assistant Professor at California State University
Sacramento, after teaching three years at the
University of Wisconsin-Stevens Point. Before departing
the UW system, he was honored with a nomination for the
P.B. Poorman Award for Outstanding Achievement on
Behalf of LGBTQ People.
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 Continued from page 12.

Here’s what I learned from Herbenick and what I
wish I would have known before discussing my
research with the popular press.

to fact-check and quote-check before the article goes to
print. As they say: The Internet is forever.
Know your audience
Scholars love to joke that our audiences include the five
other people globally who do the same work. Hopefully that
is an exaggeration, but popular readers obviously outnumber
academic ones.
When you speak to more than three million people dispersed across the country, as I did in Ruiz’s Cosmopolitan
article, it’s important to pare down your language. Speak
simply. Avoid jargon. Definitely don’t cite complicated
statistics. Not only will scholar-talk alienate readers, it will
confuse the journalist herself.
It is also crucial that you tailor your discussion to your audience’s needs. If you’re on
the record with a hard news organization
such as CNN, make links
between your research and policy. If you’re
a source for WIRED, focus on technologies
and tech cultures.
It might seem like second-nature, but I
have (in my other life as a journalist) interviewed scholars who can’t make the link
between published research and public
interest. And unfortunately, I’ve clipped
their quotes. If you want to make an impact,
frame your discussion for gatekeepers as
well as audiences on the ground.

You’re on the record
Let’s face it: When you lecture to an auditorium of
half-asleep undergrads, nobody hangs on your every
word. Not the case when you’re providing quotes.
It is protocol for a reporter to record your interview. And unless you specifically ask for a sentence not
to be quoted (i.e. “This is off the record”), anything you
say is fair game. Although Ruiz used me as an expert
source, she also published comments I made about my
personal life, which I assumed weren’t
relevant to her story:
Reynolds herself is in a monogamous relationship with a man
but says she's attracted to
women and the way they seem
to innately know how to please
her. “That doesn't necessarily
make you gay,” she says. “The
way I’ve explained it to my
partner is ‘I’m super into you. I
love having sex with you. But at
the same time, there’s one
thing that you don’t have,
which is a vagina.’”
Those three final sentences were
printed in gigantic block quotes. If
Build your brand
you’re a flamboyant person — as I am
Consider public outreach as a business
The Cosmo cover.
— journalists will use it to their storyopportunity. No, an interview won’t help
telling advantage. Try to temper your own personality
much on the tenure track. But mention that your work apin interviews to better ensure it’s your work that gets
peared in a big media outlet, and students’ ears perk up. So
profiled, not your character.
do administrators’.
Don’t fear becoming a “public intellectual.” All those eyes
You’re not the editor
mean ad dollars for publishers, and for you they mean
In academic publishing, you have all the control.
perceived influence. Try using interviews as opportunities to
(Well, all the control that peer review allows.) You can
plug your own publications. Many emerging scholars have
focus on the details while providing theoretical context RSS feeds that fish out news about research topics they
for your study. But when you contribute scholarly
follow.
findings to popular media, a writer will at best be
That’s why, on an interview with HuffPost Live’s Alex Berg,
working with a 2,000-word limit.
I directed viewers to the July issue of the Journal of
Be aware, your particular method for discourse
Communication Inquiry, where my study on male heteroflexianalysis will not make the cut, nor will long-winded
bility will be published. Hook a scholar in the audience, and
conceptual definitions. Some editors cherry-pick
you might receive a panel invitation, or even improve your
colorful quotes and dramatic sound bytes before they
Impact Factor.
focus on the important stuff: Your conclusions.
Chelsea Reynolds is a doctoral student at the University of Minnesota School
To avoid being misquoted, always ask the writer
of Journalism and Mass Communication.
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